# 285

October 1st, 60 a.H.

JHAPPY BIRTHDAY BELOVED PROPHET J

Just before his departure for Europe, Canadian Raelians gathe red in the
Prophet’s Garde ns to wish him a happy birthday… Jean Riendeau tells us :
The Raelians in Quebec celebrated the 59th
birthday of our Beloved Prophet on the last
Sunday of September using a funny concept as
the 180 guests had the surprise to enter an
authentic French bistro when they stepped into
the Prophet’s Gardens dining room.
Gourmet menu, stylish waiters, the decor was
set to let the most beautiful French songs
entertain us. Martin Peletier sang a few
classical ones like “ La
Boheme” of Charles Aznavour
and in a duet with Martin
Hetu, the very appropriate
song
of
Jean
Jacques
Goldman “Puisque tu pars”.
Shizue and a few angels
offered a French Cancan with
lots of legs J and Leon Mellul
brought
religiosity
while
singing “Elohim” in Hebrew.
This year again, the guide
chorus surprised everyone
with “Que c’est beau la vie”
from Jean Ferrat.
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Raël had fun and told us how touched he was that we come every year to
celebrate his birthday with him. Younger than ever, he reminded us of the early
days in Quebec, the moments of happiness lived together. He said “the best is to
come”, talking about the Embassy, the Elohim coming back...

What a priviledge to spend these wonderful moments in the presence of the
Elohim’ Messenger who enchanted us with a new song. We are still humming it...
« White Black yellow
We are just a rainbow »
And the one who knows so well how to entertain us and how to make us more
conscious, was leaving the following day for Montreal where he defended our
rights as the Raelian Church has been suing several Quebec media for
diffamatory statements.
Thank you wonderful Prophet for being an infinite inspiration for us in this never
ending fight for the triumph of the truth.
And today, it was in the warm atmosphere of a High Valais re staurant that the
Swiss Raelians ce lebrate d our Belove d Prophet’s birthday in his presence. Some
came all the way from Paris or Ge rmany to be with him… ‘Terrine de chamois’
and ‘chevreuil’ on the me nu followe d by love songs to the Prophe t but also to the
man be hind the Prophe t, the one we all respect, admire and since re ly love ….
Thank you Be loved Prophet for sharing these precious moments with you!!!
Be fore he departe d, he shared with us a story he made to make Sophie dre am J
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…. The story of a little boy looking at the sky with his grand-father. The young
boy aske d how many stars are in the sky. The grandfathe r answere d that he
should count them as he would find hapiness when he has counted the m all. The
little boy started to count but fell aslee p after 250. But he kept on counting at
night while building his life during the day. Finally he finishe d the counting, he
was a ve ry old man the n, and he re alized that his grand fathe r was right, that he
had built a life of hapiness while counting the stars. J

JHAPPY BIRTHDAY BELOVED PROPHET J
************************
OUR BELOVED PROPHET COMMENTS ON
THE NEWS ….
“Divide your enemies to make your ruling
stronger”
In an article published on the website of Truthout, John
Pilger asked a few questions and commented about the two
SAS special forces men "rescued" from prison in Basra on
19 September.
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He wrote: “The episode illuminates the most enduring lie of the Anglo-American
adventure. This says the "coalition" is not to blame for the bloodbath in Iraq which it is, overwhelmingly - and that foreign terrorists orchestrated by al-Qaeda
are the real culprits. The conductor of the orchestra, goes this line, is Abu Musab
al-Zarqawi, a Jordanian. The demonry of Al-Zarqawi is central to the Pentagon's
"Strategic Information Program" set up to shape news coverage of the occupation.
It has been the Americans' single unqualified success. Turn on any news in the
US and Britain, and the embedded reporter standing inside an American (or
British) fortress will repeat unsubstantiated claims about al-Zarqawi.
And added further: “the Imam of Baghdad's al-Kazimeya mosque said that AlZarqawi was killed in the beginning of the war in the Kurdish north. His family
even held a ceremony after his death."
The Prophet Rael made the following comment today:
The truth is finally out : US and UK are trying to divide the Iraqis and make
them fight each others to make them accept a federalism which is a division of
Iraq in 3 separate countries. Why? To keep the control over Iraq oil of course
using this very old rule: 'divide your enemies to make your ruling stronger." There
are almost no terrorists in Iraq but only Iraqis fighting illegal occupation of their
country after an illegal invasion. The German Nazis were also calling the French
resisters "terrorists". Their true name is "freedom fighters" and it is the duty of all
free nations of the world to support freedom fighters of illegally occupied
countries as a right enshrined in international law. This applies even if illegal
occupiers are American or English. There can’t be double standards about
freedom.
RAEL’S ADDENDUM TO HIS COMMENT CONCERNING THE DESTRUCTION
BY ISRAEL OF HOUSING ON PALESTINIAN TERRITORY
Following new information gleaned by Leon Mellul from the Palestinian authority
in Paris it appears that it was the Palestinian authority themselves who requested
that Israel destroy the Israeli settlers’ houses following their withdrawal! This is
unbelievable!
First of all, if this is really true, it means that the Palestinian authority is totally
inept since so many Palestinians live in refugee camps, and it is our duty to
inform refugee organizations and all opposition parties to the present ruling
Palestinian authority about this terrible decision.
There is no doubt that the refugees living in tents would have accepted these
houses with great pleasure. If so, then the present Palestinian authority doesn't
represent the interest of the people. We must ensure that the Palestinian people
are informed about this, so that they can vote against such a vandalistic
authority in the next elections.
And even if the request really did come from the Palestinian authority, the Israeli
government should have refused to destroy the homes and green houses out of
respect for the refugees. If the Israelis would have said: "sorry but if you really
don't like it you will have to destroy them yourselves and we will pay the cost",
then I seriously doubt that the Palestinians would have gone ahead and
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destroyed them. How could the Palestinian authority have bulldozed all those
houses while so many of their own people remain homeless? Would the poor
Palestinian farmers really have wanted to destroy all those green houses like their
own farms and olive trees had been destroyed? Unthinkable. If all this is true,
then the Palestinian politicians responsible need to be replaced at the next
elections by people who will genuinely act in the interest of the people. I would
not be surprised if there were some shady dealings going on with dirty money
exchanging hands to satisfy the Israeli settlers who didn't want to leave anything
to the Palestinians. A full enquiry should be made into the whole affair. Was the
request for destruction decided democratically by the Palestinian people or just
by some leaders? This question needs to be answered.

Nicholas Negroponte new Honorary Guide
The Prophet RAEL has awarded today the title of Honorary
Guide to Nicholas Negroponte.
Nicholas Negroponte, chairman and founder of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology Media Labs, has been
outlining designs for a sub-$100 PC.
He said he is committed to the idea that children all over the
world should be equipped with technology so that they can tap
into the educational and communications benefits of the net.
His non-profit “One Laptop Per Child” group plans to have up to
15 million machines in production within a year. Children in
Brazil, China, Egypt, Thailand, and South Africa will be among
the first to get the under-$100 computer.
The Prophet sent today his personal congratulations for
Nicholas Negroponte’s great job for the advancement of poor
countries’ education.

ABOUT another HONORARY GUIDE
Published in the French magazine, Public, #85 of February
2005, on page 37, a picture of Madonna wearing the Raelian
symbol J
Funny to see that now French media are helping us to visualize
the future J

DIFFUSION
WORLD
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9 Days of Diffusion in Taiwan
by Sylvain Bernier

We rented a space at a semi-annual outdoors
exhibition in Kaohsiung, south of Taiwan.
The event took place from September 10th to
the 18th. We setup a table with a video and a
display of the books as well as several posters showing crop circles, UFOs in
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ancient paintings, etc. In all 10 structure members went to help at some point or
another, most of them traveling all the way from Taipei city which is up north –
an over five hours drive one way.
It was very hot and sunny during the whole duration of the event and it didn't
attract as many people as usual (as opposed to most Westerners, Asians avoid
the sun...). Still, the evenings were busier and we sold a total of 37 books and
made some interesting contacts. Jimmy Yang – National Guide – was very happy
about the result and the dedication of his team members who had to spend many
hours on the road and in the hot weather during the event.

The renowned artist Tiken Jah FAKOLY hosts the Raelians in
Ouagadougou, BF
by Yael

This September 25th, Raelians were
numerous in the Raelian center of
Ouagadougou in Burkina Faso as the visit
of TIKEN JAH FAKOLY was announced
at 12:30pm. You imagine the atmosphere
in the center after the meditation, full of
the music of this artist whom all the
young generation adores.
[FYI : Tiken Jah is originally from Ivory
Coast but with the recent political events
he had to go in exil in Mali. He is very well
known and loved in Africa but also in
Europe and he had a full room in his last concert in Montreal, Canada]
But after several hours waiting
for his arrival, a phone call tells
us that he cannot leave his hotel
as he is surrounded by too many
politicians,
journalists
and
others, but we can come to meet
him!
A group of Raelians led by
Babourakar Yael Da and Léon
Badiara
jumped
on
their
motobikes and went straight to
the hotel. Tiken Jah Fakoly was
there himself to welcome us and
he kneeled in front of Yael to
apologize for having his big
brothers (us) come while he was supposed to be the one to come to us.
We told him that:
- The Raelian Movement in Burkina Faso in the name of the Prophet Rael who
appreciates his music, gives him its full support for his commitment for the
liberation of Africa.
- his music has been played a lot during our seminars in Elohika last August and
was used as our jingel and that we would like to invite him for our next seminars
- we advertized his Saturday night’s concert to all our members
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- we invite him to the seminars given by the Prophet RAEL next December in
Brazzaville
We offered him a CD of the show attended by Nlongi Uriël on Ouaga FM. He said
he was honored to welcome us and would be happy to participate to the seminars
organized in Brazzaville. He said he wants to add it to his agenda if he has no
previous commitment for a concert.
He said also that he is the voice of the people and as such, he cannot have
barriers between him and the people as without the people he is nothing and he
has consideration for it.
We had a lot of pleasure to be together. Before leaving, we made a few pictures
and he saw us out with lots of warmth.
What a beautiful day!

The RAELIAN MOVEMENT represented at the OSCE in VARSAW
on September 28th and 29th.
This year again, the Organization for Safety and
Cooperation in Europe, the OSCE, opened its doors to
several ONG and to representatives of the European
countries governments. The goal of these meetings is to
have working cessions and debates between the
participants in order to illustrate eventual dysfunctionings,
incoherences or problems regarding Human Rights in
these countries.
The Raelian Movement was there to point out
the non-respect of the Human Rights in France, Belgium and Switzerland
regarding religious minorities, despite the OSCE previous recommandations.
Maryline Canin, Jean Pierre Saulnier and Princess Loona went to Varsaw and
were welcomed by the Polish national guide Jacek who took care of the
logistics.
Princess Loona, the spokesperson had only 5mns to voice our opinion but she
had the full attention of the audience! She had a long list of requests,
especially the one to cancel all “anti-sect” associations.
Some of the representatives were quite opened to Princess Loona speeches.
The French government representative Laurent Stéfanini, who was very
constructive, introduced us to Marie Thérèze Boisseau, Vice-président of a
committee against discrimination in France who discovered then the map of
the “sect members” locations, edited by the Mayor of Paris. She said she will
personnally take care of it.
The Ambassador for Human Rights in France, Yves Doutriaux, listened to us
and also mentioned the pleasure he had to read Michel Houellebecq’s book. He
said that our request was well received and that he would answer it.
Just on a side note, Marylin said to us : What a pleasure it is to master our
image and be able to express our ideas, our values, to show us as we are and
not deformed through the media perspective. It was also a pleasure to see the
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official representatives listening with mouth agape,to Princess Loona, beautiful
woman with a mysterious name, revolutionary, feminine and a priest!
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